Yamaha dt100 enduro

Make Yamaha. Buyer must arrange for shipping or pick up!! Disclaimer: I do not claim to be an
expert on vintage motorcycles. Buyer is responsible for knowing parts compatibility with other
year, make, or model bikes. I have tried to show the vehicle in great detail. Some parts are
missing, not all of them are listed. Multiple photos have been provided for YOUR research. Feel
free to message me with questions, I usually respond within days. I may or may not have
answers to your questions. I want to sell this little gem to someone who really wants it, and I
want it to be exactly what you are looking for. All though it runs, it will need a full restore. Start
it up and go show your friends. Inside of tank is rust free ,new seat cover ,new pet cock
gaskets,new chain and sprocket,trans oil and injection oil changed. I went thought every nut
and bolt on this bike the only thing it will need is tires some dry rot tires are original they hold
air no leeks. I didn't change them because everybody likes different types if you like new tires
put on that can be arranged. Chrome looks great. Front and back fender,back light was
repainted and clear coated looks great. Pics tells it all one sweet bike. Shipping is buys
responsibility. The person I bought this from completely disassembled it and cleaned
everything. Then went through it mechanically. I ran a drove the bike very little and it ran great
and shifted trough the gears fine and then stored it over the winter. I couldn't get it running this
spring though. It backfires and sputters a simple carb clean, fresh battery, new spark plug and
fresh fuel did not do the trick. It comes with a free and clear title in my name. Please take a look
at the large pictures to get a better idea of condition and email me if you have any questions or
call Buyer is responsible for shipping arrangements and payment. I will help a shipper load the
bike on a truck I can recommend a few good motorcycle carriers. Final payment after deposit to
be made with cash, bank wire transfer or cashiers check only cashiers checks must clear bank
account before bike ships. Partial restoration included painted frame, painted engine, painted
side covers and painted bits. Runs well. Original paint on gas tank. Fenders have been painted.
Needs blinkers and fork seals to be mint. Call Located in Marshall, MI. Selling my 78 DT It's a
great running bike. The tires have maybe miles on them, new rings, great compression, UNI air
filter, new brake and clutch cables, new battery and fork seals, spark arrestor. It's in great
mechanical condition and the suspension feels real good. The bike sits tall and it gives it a good
feel, like easily controllable, confident feeling. The headlight has been updated to one with an
easily replaceable bulb. Everything works at the moment. The gas tank had been lined in the
recent past. I tried to show the worst of the paint flaws in the pictures, but there are some less
noticeable ones here and there that are not to bad. Just an all around nice vintage rider with a
clear title. Buyer is responsible for any shipping and full payment is required within 7 days after
the end of auction. For Just that same Reason But, I have not spent any time to figure out if the
lights are working etc. Booth At This Show Alone!!!! Included with This Wonderful Bike If you
just want to Vintage Race this bike Again, YES! DMV "Transfer of Ownership" is all you will
need. To my eye I think She looks Great! Also, brake levers etc etc are still in overall Nice
Condition! Make No Mistake this Baby Think About it , if You pass this Baby Up ALL Negotiable
Funds must be received within 3 days of close of auction. You will be in default of this auction.
Seller reserves the right to the close of this auction at his discretion prior to the end of this
auction. Like all real auctions all sales are final. Like most any used item terms of sale are of
course, AS IS with no implied or expressed warranties. All forms of payment must be Proven
"Cleared" by my bank before this Wonderful Bike can leave my homes garage. Hi, Everyone I
Have had a lot of emails this morning asking me about Shipping Quotes I would get as many
Quotes as possible Otherwise, you will pay Way Too Much I would try Uship. To do this
properly, Get as Many Competitive Rates as you can so you will know when a fair rate presents
it'self You need to get the quotes yourself IE you will need to get your own quotes for shipping,
I believe ebay my have a shipping service for vehicles Leave this area to go to the Entire rest of
the Country Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Please email us. Stops
well goes down the road straight. All electrical works- Suspension good brake perch is broken-i
have a replacement around here somewhere and will include for new buyer GOOD Chrome the
bikes just a little dusty from being stored. Has been in the family for many years Alot of life left
in this bike. Perfect bike for Hunting- Prospecting-Camping - etc. Very lightweight easy to pick
up and move around for 1 person. It's I'm cleaning out my storage of old bikes. I do not have a
title but a bill of sale will be provided. I can hold the motorcyle indoors until your shipper
arrives. I'm easy to work with. Any Questions Sold as-is Happy Bidding! Hello Im selling my
Yamaha DT dirt bike. I am selling it as a dirtbike. At one time this was an enduro but I do not
have the title for it. This bike is in very nice shape as you can see in the photos. I wanted to
restore the bike but I dont have the time. It does have a smaller dent in the top of the tank but
overall is in really nice shape. The seat is not torn. Overall a super project for someone that
collects bikes or a nice smaller starter bike for someone. As of the last couple of days for the
first time in Decades Thank You. She appears to have her main Original wire loom that runs

from the engine to up under the fuel tank, However, she was last purposed as a Off Road bike. I
am guessing she may have a lose connection or a faulty coil? Otherwise, it is my guess that she
would start up.. Unfortunately, at this time we lost our storage and I am now in a position I need
to make room here as soon as possible. She just needs some fairly Minor finishing touches.
Again, Please No Low Ball offers. In fairness of Everyone involved in this auction I invite You
to.. DMV Computer printout Because this Beauty was in storage for the past Aprox. DMV "Bill of
Sale" is all you will need. Please Read Before Bidding.. In fairness of everyone involved in this
auction Mainly for Liability reasons She is still a fairly big ticket item. I have a Yamaha Enduro in
good condition for sale, it doesn't run and needs new tires but has low mileage and is a classic!
Show full rating and compare with other bikesEngine and transmissionDisplacement Thank
You.. These are becoming very hard to find these days!!! She appears to have her main Original
wire loom that runs from the engine to under the tank, However she was last purposed as a off
road bike. I have reinstalled the lights etc that were given to me in a box from the prior owner.
As we lost our storage and I am now in a position I need to make room here as soon as
possible. She has a updated New chain, updated Front Fender, new unbreakable rear fender.
Steal this Beauty for a small fraction of that. You don' have to be a 8 feet Tall Pound Gorilla to
handle her! Model I'm looking to get a larger bike, other than that I would keep it. Street Legal
plates expire in June , New tires. Lawrenceville, GA. Huntington Beach, CA. Eaton, NH.
Cheyenne, WY. Rock Springs, WY. Eau Gallie, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Dt Yamaha Enduro. Year Make Yamaha Model -. Year - Make Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month.
Yamaha : Other Yamaha Enduro less than miles! Year Make Yamaha Model Prev 1 2 Next. Make
Yamaha 8 Yamaha Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The first DT model, the DT-1 , was released in and quickly
sold through its initial 12, production run. The DT series was created by Yamaha in the late s
when the United States motorcycle market was down. Market research by Yamaha indicated
that, despite slow motorcycle sales, there was a largely untapped market for off-road
motorcycles. At the time, only a few specialty European manufacturers such as Bultaco and
Husqvarna made motorcycles specifically for off-road use. Instead, many owners purchased
road motorcycles and modified them for off-road use, typically by raising the muffler , adding
braced handlebars, and fitting a bash plate under the engine. Such modifications were
commonly known as creating scramblers. The first DT model, the DT-1 trail bike , was released
in and quickly sold out. With the introduction of the DT-1, Yamaha essentially defined a new
market for motorcycles. Its design put it at the cutting edge of off-road bikes at that time. It had
a cc, single-cylinder, 5-port engine based on a motocross design, and Ceriani -type front
suspension. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
Inc. Retrieved 10 August Yamaha's first no-compromize [sic] off-road model. Motorcycle
Classics. Retrieved Yamaha Founding History. Yamaha Motor Corporation, U. The world's first
true off-road motorcycle debuted in to create an entirely new genre we know today as trail
bikes. Rider Magazine. Retrieved 11 August The DT1 was a superb motorcycle right off the
drawing board, as its two-stroke, piston-port single with five ports provided the good lowend
grunt that play-bikers wanted. Yamaha motorcycles. Category Commons. Yamaha motorcycle
timeline, sâ€”s. Categories : Yamaha motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Two-stroke
motorcycles Off-road motorcycles. Hidden categories: Articles with Japanese-language sources
ja. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Yamaha
Trail [1]. Iwata, Shizuoka, Japan [3]. Trail bike [3]. Magnet ignition [1]. Manual 5-speed [1].
Duplex cradle [1]. F: Telescopic, R: Swing arm [1]. F: Cable-operated drum R: Rod-operated
drum [1]. XS Special Yamaha MF Yamaha YA YA SB. Yamaha YC Yamaha YD Yamaha YDS
Yamaha DT Yamaha YE Yamaha YR This is a really nice, un-restored example of the iconic
Yamaha Enduro that runs and drives! Memories of simpler times when a gallon of gas was the
key to the world are available once again in this nicely preserved but not pristine example that
is perfect for riding on back roads, the local dirt lot or around the neighborhood! I found this
nice example having been stored indoors and ridden a total of only 2, miles from new and
brought it back to shop where we drained the old fuel, cleaned the carb and installed a new
battery. Oil induction means you don't have to worry about mixing oil and gas, simply keep fill
up with fuel and enjoy hours of freedom once again. While this is a nicely preserved example of
the Yamaha DT that has not been restored, it does show signs of being enjoyed as it should
with minor scratches, missing mirrors, broken lever ends, etcâ€¦ see all pics. Drivetrain Engine
Size:. Email for more info and price Yamaha DT well preserved and un-restored showing only 2,
miles offered by Gas Monkey Garage! Engine Size cc. Basic Year Engine Engine Type â€”.
Interior Interior Or Basic Color â€”. Contact Details Name. Last name. Outlying Islands U. Your

form has been successfully submitted! We will get back to you soon. Music Gas Monkey Live.
Speed Digital. Some purists are against electric starters, while others insist upon them.
Essentially, enduro racing is an off-road cross-country race that involves overcoming obstacles
and challenges in the form of difficult terrain. These races follow a strict schedule from
checkpoint to checkpoint, and most importantly: they are timed events. Enduro motorcycles are
off-road oriented machines but they come in a wide range of flavors and styles. Do they have
lights and all that jazz? Some do. Are they road legal? Some are. Two-stroke or four-stroke?
Both are fine. Typically, most enduro bikes are two-stroke machines between cc and cc.
Two-strokes obviously offer more power, come in a lighter package and are great fun to ride.
Unfortunately, real enduro bikes are proper race bikes and as such need to be handled with care
â€” they have far more frequent maintenance intervals, need a lot of TLC, and will demand a lot
of your time. So which one do you choose? While not a traditional Yamaha enduro machine,
this early 80s beast was good enough for Rambo in First Blood and this little Yamaha enduro
made a couple of appearances in Knight Rider too â€” so with that as an introduction, you
should already have a rough idea of just how cool a motorcycle this was in its day. Powered by
an air-cooled four-stroke cc engine that produces a tidy 22 horses at rpm and blessed with a top
speed of 75 mph, this quirky little machine is a capable ride both on and off road. The TW might
not be a textbook enduro bike, but it has repeatedly displayed its quality. Not bad for a little cc
machine. Powered by a powerful cc air cooled, two-stroke engine. With an overall wet weight
around the lbs marker, this beautiful little Yamaha could produce a respectable 33 hp at 6, rpm
and hit top speeds of around 80 mph! The engine was sound and could take a thrashing, while
consumables like the sprockets and chain tended to die a little faster. Aficionados often debate
about whether the RT was better than the newer DT that replaced it a year laterâ€¦but for many,
the differences between the two are too minimal to consider. They both have pretty sketchy
steering either way. Undeniably fun rides though. Ten years after the cc DT1 emerged, the DT
came on the scene and showed us what a real enduro motorcycle could be: something that
could win races out on the trails, and also a motorcycle that you could ride around town on â€”
two up, if you felt like you and your passenger were small enough. Armed with a capable
single-cylinder cc two-stroke engine that produces 17 hp at 6, rpm and The model was near, if
not at the front of its class. All that with drum brakes too. Yes, this is a motorcycle that could
tear up deserts, bushwhack through dense forests, and haul-ass over rocks â€” no matter the
conditions, the DT could do it all. But like all good things, the DT model came to an abrupt end
in Yamaha could see that the days of the two-stroke were numbered and promptly replaced the
DT with the cc four-stroke XT and TT models instead. Great as the DT was, there may be room
for a revival. It could be [a] DT. After having found SR, a similar capacity could be interesting.
The best Yamaha Enduro? Arguably not the greatest of the Yamaha enduro motorcycles, but
easily one of the most practical on offer. A good compromise is to own something like the
Yamaha TTR: a cc four-stroke machine capable of 42 horses and comfortable on and off-road.
They might be faux Yamaha enduro bikes, but if you need a motorcycle that can do more than
one job, this should be your weapon of choice. If you like your enduro bikes new, then you
might want to consider the Yamaha WRF. Fortunately, Yamaha have given the WR an overhaul
and took the best features of their YZ series and brought them across. Fast, agile, fun, and
incredibly versatile, the WRF is a great Yamaha enduro motorcycle. There was a lot going on in
the early 80s and for Yamaha to consistently keep raising the bar was an incredible feat. And
they really were that good, with snappy throttle response and fierce brakes. As far as Yamaha
two-stroke enduro bikes go, this was one of the greatest ever made. Even when Yamaha tried to
upgrade it by giving it a cc engine, the people objected, considering the increased engine size a
poor trade for a sluggish start. Who wants one? Why would we put the smaller version of
another bike on the same list? The answer is pretty simple: the is great, but the WRF is the
better enduro bike. It might sound a bit odd, because generally the bigger the engine the better
technology comes with the package, and that works for regular road racing â€” but in the
enduro world things are different. Like the , the WRF borrows the same technology found on its
YZF championship winning counterpart, with a reverse cylinder head, revised air intake, and an
unbeatable ride experience. Designed and built to be the ultimate off-road machine, Yamaha
really went to town on their YZFX enduro machine. With strong brakes, a switch-free electric
start, an 18 inch rear wheel and XC racing tires as standard, the YZFX is race ready. No doubt.
A: Enduro motorcycles are off-road racing motorcycles designed specifically to take part in
enduro races. An enduro race is an cross-country endurance race raced over long distances.
Enduro motorcycles have bigger gas tanks than dirt bikes, and other difference that make them
better suited to heavy-duty time trial races. Skip to content. Frequently Asked Questions Q:
What is an enduro motorcycle? Here's What The Rumors Ignition Coil 55mm center to center
with 7mm mount holes. Fuel Petcock Assembly - Fits M14 x 1. High quality chrome switch

designed to clean up the appearance of your bike while allowing the use of a switch. Includes a
contoured washer which allows for installations on round surfaces such as handlebars or
frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with 2X 20" wires. Satin Black Die-Cast aluminum housing
with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up to 38mm. Allen key included for assembly. Pull cable
thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total in length. Warms up when the engine is running. Easy
to use relay protected sealed controls. Rubber resistant to low temperatures and resists
cracking. Easy install with no gluing needed. Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID
we continue shipping orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily workplace
sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during this time
and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login or Create an Account. Refine Search Results.
Clutch Lever Yamaha DT Condenser Yamaha DT Fork Seals Yamaha DT Universal Glas-Pak
Insert Tire Valve Stem Tire Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet
Link Heated Grips Classic Coke Bottle Grips Grips Amal Barrel Style Grips The names Honda,
Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective
corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market
not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed
companies. Yamaha first kicked-off its DT lineup in with the cc DT-1 â€” a model that would help
to usher in a new market for dual-sport machines. Upon its release, the DT-1 was flying off
showroom floors, resulting in Yamaha completely selling out of its initial 12, unit production
run. Yamaha invested heavily in the marketing of this new line of trail bikes, running dozens of
full-color two-page spreads in magazines. Powering the DT was an air-cooled, 96cc, two-stroke,
torque induction single with a 7. The little tenth-liter thumper made a claimed 10hp at 7,rpm, 7
ft-lbs of torque at 7,rpm, and topped-out at a little over 55mph thanks to its five-speed gearbox
and a lb dry weight. The suspenders on the DT consisted of dual shocks in back with 3. This
particular DT is a real gem, unrestored and percent bone-stock. Even the seat is pristine. The
bike has had some work done to it such as the addition of new fuel lines, filter, and spark plugs.
It also recently underwent a top-end rebuild as well as having its carb and tank cleaned before
being retuned to factory spec. All of the lights and switches still work and a new set of knobbies
have been thrown into the mix, making this example percent ready to hit the road, albeit it would
also make for a fantastic display piece. In addition to the bike itself, the sale includes a few
goodies such as an original manual, complete records of all work and maintenance performed,
and the original blue and yellow license plate. Skip to main content of 63 results for "yamaha
dt". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands.
Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. FREE Shipping. Only 2 left in stock order soon. Amazon's Choice for yamaha dt Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 1 left in stock - order
soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order
soon. Wiseco M Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in
stock - order soon. N
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